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Criminal Appeal – Allegation of police brutality and oppression prior to start of police interview 

– oral admissions contained in answers to police questioning taken down in a record of 

interview – signed written confession obtained during interview which accused denied authoring 

or signing – voir dire commenced to determine admissibility of both documents – whether judge 

erred in prematurely terminating voir dire and admitting both documents without ruling on 

admissibility – Non-disclosure by Crown of video-recording of police interview – Late 
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production of recording during the ongoing voir dire – whether late production of the recording 

prejudiced the conduct of the defence during the voir dire – whether conviction unsafe and 

unsatisfactory     

The appellant and a co-accused were arraigned on a Voluntary Bill of Indictment which charged 

them of being concerned together in committing murder and armed robbery in Exuma. The 

evidence against the appellant at trial consisted of firstly, adverse statements allegedly made in 

answer to police questioning and recorded in a record of interview; and a signed confession 

which according to police was taken from the appellant immediately following the police 

interview.  

Before the Crown’s evidence was led before the jury, counsel for the appellant challenged the 

admissibility of the statements on the ground that the statements attributed to the appellant were 

obtained by oppression and further, that the signatures which appeared on the record of interview 

and confession statement respectively, were not his. The judge commenced a voir dire to 

investigate the issues. However, after the appellant had testified, the judge prematurely 

terminated the voir dire inquiry being of the view that the issue of voluntariness was no longer in 

issue because during his cross-examination, the appellant had admitted that the confession 

statement was not made or signed by him. The judge declared that, in view of the appellant’s 

testimony, there was no longer any need for a ruling because the question whether he made the 

statement or not was one for the determination of the jury. The judge then terminated the voir 

dire without ruling on the admissibility of the record of interview and confession. 

During the voir dire, it was also brought to light during the cross-examination of the lead police 

investigator that a video-recording of the appellant’s interview, in which the record of interview 

and caution statement had been obtained, had not been disclosed to the defence. The non-

disclosure was immediately drawn to the judge’s attention. After inquiries by the judge, the DVD 

of the recorded police interview was handed over to the defence. By then, the voir dire was well 

underway as defence counsel had already completed cross-examining one of the police 

investigators, and had been mid-way in his cross-examination of the other. On learning of the 

DVD, the judge repeatedly indicated her unwillingness to adjourn the matter and in the end, 

failed to redress the obvious prejudice to the defence by for example, ordering a short 

adjournment to permit defence counsel the opportunity to view the video-recording or to recall 

witnesses who had testified.  

In due course, when the main trial resumed, both impugned documents were given in evidence 

before the jury. Ultimately, the jury found the appellant guilty of murder and armed robbery.  

Following his conviction and sentencing, he appealed his conviction and sentence on numerous 

grounds. He challenged, inter alia, the Crown’s failure to disclose the video-recording of his 

police interview in sufficient time to have enabled his counsel to have viewed it and to mount a 

proper challenge during the voir dire to the credibility of the investigating officers- (ground 3) 
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He also attacked the judge’s decision to prematurely terminate the voir dire, as well as her failure 

to rule on the issue of voluntariness which was the very basis on which the voir dire had initially 

commenced - (grounds 1 and 2). He further claimed that his conviction was unsafe and 

unsatisfactory – (ground 9).  

After hearing the respective submissions, the Court reserved its decision. 

Held:  The appellant’s appeal is allowed. His conviction for murder and armed robbery are 

quashed, together with the associated sentences. We will hear the parties on whether this is an 

appropriate case to order a retrial. Written submissions on the appropriateness of a retrial shall be 

filed on or before 22 March, 2021. 

The thrust of the appeal on grounds 1 and 2 was that the learned judge the judge’s decision to 

prematurely terminate the voir dire without first ruling on the allegations of oppression which 

Defence counsel had put to the police investigators during cross-examination and which had 

outlined in the appellant’s sworn evidence-in-chief during the voir dire was wrong in law and 

deprived him of a ruling on admissibility of the Record of Interview and written confession as 

required by law  

On the state of the evidence given on the voir dire as a whole, this was a case involving a 

challenge to both oral admissions and a written confession. The appellant’s defence could not be 

said to be an absolute denial of the prosecution evidence. Nor was the appellant simply alleging 

that the interview never took place; or that the incriminating answers in the record of interview 

were never given; or solely that the written statement was a forgery which would have brought 

the case within situation (4) of Ajodja. While denying that he had made the admissions, the 

appellant clearly also alleged oppressive conduct by the police immediately before the interview 

where the alleged oral admissions and a written confession were obtained. Properly understood, 

the appellant’s case on the voir dire raised a multiplicity of issues which the judge had carefully 

to consider.  

The appellant denied having authored or signed the Record of Interview or the written 

Confession. Undoubtedly, his denial raised issues of fact for the jury’s determination. However, 

that was not the appellant’s only claim. This was a case where the appellant also alleged that 

both documents attributed to him were involuntary and inadmissible due to the police oppression 

which had immediately preceded the interview where they were obtained. That allegation and the 

appellant’s testimony, clearly also raised for the judge’s determination the crucial issue of 

voluntariness of both documents which could not be overlooked and which required a ruling 

from the judge as to admissibility. Given the appellant’s various claims, the mere fact that the 

appellant had admitted in cross-examination that he did not give any information to the police 

and had not signed either document, did not entitle the judge to prematurely terminate the voir 

dire on the basis that those were factual issues for the jury and that there was accordingly, no 

longer any need for a voir dire.  
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As their Lordships explained in Thongjai, such issues are not mutually exclusive. Based on the 

allegations of oppression which Counsel for the appellant had raised at the start of the voir dire, 

and which the appellant had repeated in his evidence-in-chief before her, the judge was required 

to approach the matter using the advice which the Board had outlined. Accordingly, faced with 

the several issues which had arisen on the voir dire, in relation to the two documents, the learned 

judge was required firstly, to decide whether (on the assumption that the admissions in the 

Record of Interview and the written Confession were made) they were nonetheless inadmissible 

as having been obtained involuntarily and by oppression as the appellant claimed. Secondly, if 

after properly considering the all of the evidence led on the voir dire, she found that the 

admissions in the Record of Interview and the written Confession were admissible, it was only 

then that the jury (as the judges of the facts) would be called upon to determine whether the 

admissions were in fact made. 

The premature termination of the voir dire in this case was wrong in law and erroneously 

deprived the appellant of the all-important safeguard of a ruling by the judge as to the 

admissibility of the several admissions attributed to him and contained in the Record of interview 

and written confession respectively, which the prosecution sought to have admitted before the 

jury. Grounds 1 and 2 succeed. 

The thrust of the appellant’s complaint on ground 3 was that the non-disclosure by the Crown of 

the video-recording of his police interview which was not handed over to the defence until well 

after the trial had commenced, prejudiced him by unfairly depriving him of an opportunity to 

adequately prepare his defence and in particular, to properly cross-examine the police 

investigators during the voir dire in order to challenge their credibility in relation to the 

voluntariness of both documents. 

The late disclosure by the Crown of the video-recording obviously placed the defence at a 

distinct disadvantage. Defence counsel had by then already completed his cross-examination of 

one witness and was already mid-way through cross-examining the other. To redress the 

situation, the proper course should have been for the judge to have offered the defence a short 

adjournment to allow him the opportunity to view the recording with a view to recalling the first 

witness and re-focusing his cross-examination of the second officer. Defence counsel was plainly 

ambushed. While he did not seek an adjournment from the judge, the judge did nothing to 

redress the prejudice or to safeguard the appellant’s interests. Instead, in her obvious haste to 

“get on with the matter” without the DVD, the judge failed to appreciate the real prejudice which 

the late disclosure of the recording had caused to the defence. In so doing, she failed in her duty 

to hold the scales of justice evenly balanced between the Crown and the accused and erred. The 

appeal succeeds on ground 3. 

With respect to ground 9, having read the transcripts, conducted our own appraisal of the 

evidence and given anxious consideration to the submissions and all the circumstances of the 
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case, we have been left with lurking doubts about the fairness of the appellant’s trial and the 

safety of his conviction. The appeal must be allowed.   

Ajodha and others v. The State (Trinidad and Tobago) [1981] 3 WLR 1; applied                      

Aritis v. Regina; Flowers v. Regina [2014] 1 BHS J. No. 118; considered                             

Basil Gordon v. Reg SCCrApp. & CAIS No. 1 of 2016; mentioned             

Ferguson v. Attorney-General C.A. decision (1999) 57 WIR 403 considered               

Ferguson v. Attorney-General of Trinidad and Tobago [2001] UKPC 3         

MacPherson v. The Queen (1981) 147 CLR 512; mentioned                              

Rashad Sullivan & Patrickedo Rose v. Director of Public Prosecutions SCCrApp.& CAIS Nos. 

272 and 248; applied                                                     

R v. Keenan [1989] 3 W.L.R. 1193;mentioned                                                                                          

R v. Samuel [1988] 2 W.L.R. 920; mentioned                           

Reg. v. Cheung Hon-yeung [1993] 1 HKCLR 292;mentioned       

Stinchcombe v. R (1991) 3 S.C.R. 326; mentioned                        

The Queen v. Thomas [2017] 2 BHS J. No. 71; mentioned                  

Thongjai and another v. The Queen [1997] UKPC 31; applied               

Timothy, Dexter Reid & Sheldon Lewis v. The State (Trinidad and Tobago) [1999] UKPC 19; 

mentioned                

______________________________________________________________________________ 

J U D G M E N T 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Judgment delivered by The Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA: 

Introduction 

1. The appellant (Giordano) and a co-accused (Demetri) were arraigned in the Supreme 

Court before a judge and jury on an indictment which charged them with being concerned 

together: (i) in the murder of Dwayne Nixon, and (ii) in an armed robbery. On 10 March, 2017, a 

jury unanimously convicted Giordano of murder; and by a verdict of 10-2 the jury also convicted 

him of armed robbery at a residence in Exuma, one of the islands in the Commonwealth of The 

Bahamas. He was sentenced on 22 November, 2018 to a term of imprisonment of 27 years 

(murder) and 12 years (armed robbery). His sentences ran concurrently and took effect from the 

date of his conviction. He has appealed the convictions and the sentence for murder. 

2. A Notice of Appeal was filed on 27 November 2018 on Giordano’s behalf against his 

conviction and sentences. Following a change in his legal representation, the grounds were 

amended and the appeal proceeded to substantive hearing before us on the basis of the amended 

grounds. 
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3. The Amended Notice of Appeal was filed on 27 January, 2020 and disclosed ten (10) 

grounds of appeal; nine (9) against conviction and one (1) against sentence. 

4.  It is unnecessary to deal with all ten grounds as the appeal can be disposed of on grounds 

1, 2, 3 and 9 which made the following complaints: 

1. “The learned Judge erred in law and in fact when she 

wrongfully exercised her discretion by ending the Voir Dire 

and admitting the Record of Interview, determining that the 

issue to be decided in the Appellant’s case was a question of 

fact for the jury and not whether the alleged confession was 

given voluntarily; 

 

2. The learned judge erred in law and in fact when she 

made a determination to end the Voir Dire before hearing all 

of the evidence. This affected the Appellant’s ability to have a 

fair trial, especially since the video recording of interview 

contradicted the evidence of the police and supported the 

Appellant; 

 

3. There was a materially (sic) irregularity when 

prosecution failed to disclose the video recording of interview 

within a reasonable time. This deprived the Appellant of 

reasonable opportunity to adequately prepare his defence and 

put forward in the Voir Dire, the video recording, which could 

have raise (sic) doubt into to (sic) the voluntariness; 

….. 

9. That the conviction is unsafe and unsatisfactory… 

5. Collectively, these four grounds attacked the fairness of Giordano’s trial and the safety of 

his conviction because: (a) the Crown’s non-disclosure of the video-recording of Giordano’s 

police interview which was not handed over to the defence until well after the trial had 

commenced, unfairly deprived him of an opportunity to adequately prepare his defence and in 

particular, to properly cross-examine the police investigators during the voir dire. - (ground 3); 

(b) the judge’s decision to prematurely terminate his voir dire without first ruling on the 

allegations of oppression was wrong in law and deprived him of a ruling from the judge on the 

allegations of police oppression which had been put to the police investigators during cross-

examination and which had been outlined in Giordano’s sworn evidence-in-chief during the voir 

dire - (grounds 1 and 2); (c) all of which rendered his conviction unsafe and unsatisfactory. - 

(ground 9). 
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Overview of the trial 

6. The trial itself started on 13 February 2017 with the formal arraignments and the ‘not 

guilty’ pleas of each accused. Thereafter, it commenced in earnest on 17 February 2017 when 

Counsel for both accused requested a voir dire, and outlined the nature of their respective 

objections after which the Crown started calling its witnesses to support the absence of 

oppression and the voluntariness of the admissions and confession statements which were to be 

attributed to each accused at the trial.  

7. Curiously, the voir dire did not form a distinct event during the trial. As the record 

shows, it started and stopped and was essentially conducted in parallel with the main trial, with 

no less than 7 witnesses being interposed and allowed to give sworn testimony before the jury 

before the voir dire ended.  

8. As will shortly appear, the voir dire in relation to Giordano was prematurely terminated 

on 23 February, 2017 without any ruling by the judge; while the voir dire in relation to Demetri 

ended on 24 February, 2017 with a formal ruling by the judge rejecting his complaints about 

oppression and permitting evidence of the admissions and confession statements of both men to 

be adduced at the main trial.  

9. Following the judge’s ruling on Demetri’s voir dire, the main trial resumed once again 

and continued until the close of the prosecution case on 6 March, 2017 at which point a no-case 

submission was made on behalf of Demetri. Following the judge’s ruling, both men were given 

their elections and called upon to lead their respective defences. They each gave sworn testimony 

before the jury on 7 March, 2017 and neither called witnesses in their defence. Counsel for each 

of the accused then addressed the jury on 8 March, 2017 and the trial continued on 10th March, 

2017 with the judge’s summation, the jury’s deliberations and the delivery of the verdicts. 

Following their convictions, the sentencing phase began on 27th December 2017 and continued 

on various dates during 2017 and 2018 until 22nd November, 2018 when both men were 

sentenced.  

Giordano’s Voir Dire 

10. As just noted, at the start of the trial, Defence counsel, Mr. David Cash, objected to the 

admission into evidence against Giordano of the incriminating statements contained in his police 

Record of Interview (ROI) and caution statement (CS) respectively, which the Crown intended to 

have adduced in evidence before the jury.  

11. In keeping with the usual practice, Mr. Cash advised the judge that the basis of the 

defence objection to the admission of the ROI and CS was that the statements were obtained by 

oppressive means. He advised the judge that Giordano had been kicked, beaten and fish-bagged 
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initially whilst in police custody at the EDU in Exuma, and again at the CDU in Nassau on 25 

February, 2014 immediately prior to the start of his interview. In addition to suggesting that the 

statements were obtained by oppression, Mr. Cash also informed the judge that, according to his 

instructions, Giordano had not affixed his signature to the ROI or to the CS.  

12. We set out below a verbatim account of Mr. Cash’s objections and his discussion with the 

judge prior to the start of the voir dire, located at pages 19 and 20 of the transcripts:  

“MR. CASH: My Lady, may it please you, in relation to the 

Defendant Giordano Rolle he is challenging the purported 

statements, the Record of Interview, and also the statement 

under caution were obtained by means of oppression, that he 

was beaten at Exuma EDU, beaten and fish-bagged at EDU, 

and also beaten at Central Detective Unit, New Providence. 

THE COURT: When did he give these statements? 

MR. CASH: In Central Detective Unit. 

THE COURT: So you are saying that the beatings started at 

EDU and continued at Central Detective Unit? 

MR. CASH: Yes. And also, my Lady, the officers involved, 

2735 Miller… 

THE COURT: Pardon? 

MR. CASH: DC 2735 Miller and 2586 Evans. Those were the 

two officers involved, my Lady. 

THE COURT: You started off a little earlier by saying 

something about signing. 

MR. CASH: Yes, my Lady. He is also challenging that he did 

not sign these purported statements, but he was beaten to give 

the information but that he did not sign them. He is saying that 

his signature is different. 

THE COURT: No. Whether his signature is different I don’t 

know; you are saying first of all he gave the information, but 

because of the oppressive means but he didn’t sign then (sic). 

MR. CASH: Yes, my Lady.” [Emphasis added] 

13. The voir dire then duly commenced before the learned judge on 17 February, 2017. The 

Crown called, inter alia, Prison doctor, Dr. Hastings Johnson, who read the prison admission 

medical reports of both accused into the record. In the case of Giordano, the admission record 

revealed that he was admitted to prison on 27 February, 2014 (some 2 days after his police 
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interview and arrest). He was, however, not examined by the prison doctor until 3 March, 2014 

(i.e. 4 days post-admission). It is obvious that Giordano’s medical examination at the prison took 

place some 6 days following his police interview. 

14. According to Dr. Johnson, Giordano’s medical admission report recorded his complaint 

that prior to his arrest, a bag had been placed over his head and that he had been punched about 

his body. Although the physical examination was unremarkable, there being no visible marks, 

bruising or swelling, the report revealed that Giordano had complained of back pain. He was 

provisionally diagnosed with myalgia (or muscle pain) and prescribed an anti-inflammatory pain 

reliever. 

15. To establish the voluntariness of the incriminating statements attributed to Giordano in 

the ROI and CS, the Crown also called police investigators, Raphael Miller and Jamal Evans 

who conducted Giordano’s interview and according to them, had taken and witnessed both 

documents. Mr. Cash cross-examined officers Miller and Evans putting to each witness the 

defence suggestions regarding the oppressive conduct which Giordano had undergone in Exuma 

and later at the CDU in Nassau prior to his interview. Notably, during the voir dire, the Crown 

did not seek to adduce evidence of the DVD video recording of Giordano’s police interview 

which had been video-taped and which was in the Crown’s possession.  

16.  During the course of his voir dire cross-examination of the lead investigator, officer 

Jamal Evans, Defence counsel, Mr. Cash informed the judge that officer Evans had admitted that 

Giordano’s interview of 25 February 2014 had in fact been video-recorded. He immediately 

alerted the judge that the video-recording of Giordano’s ROI and CS had not yet been disclosed 

to the defence.  

17. Mr. Cash also informed the judge that a week before the start of the trial and once it was 

evident that the trial was going to proceed before her, he had set up an appointment with the 

prosecutors because there were some items he did not appear to have in his possession. He 

advised the court that he had met with the Crown prosecutors and gone through what items he 

had and identified to them what was missing. He confirmed that he had been handed a number of 

CDs, but said that upon inquiring about the video-recording of Giordano’s interview, he had 

been informed that it was unavailable.          

18. The transcript reveals that in answer to the judge’s inquiry, Crown prosecutor, Mr. Uel 

Johnson conceded that the Crown had in fact not yet provided Mr. Cash with the video-recording 

of Giordano’s police interview. At page 181 of the record in answer to the Court’s inquiry as to 

whether the Crown in fact had Giordano’s DVD, the following discussion took place:  

“THE COURT:…Crown, do you have a DVD of Giordano 

Rolle? 
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MR. JOHNSON: Yes, my Lady. After mention was made of it 

yesterday. 

THE COURT: You didn’t know of it before? 

MR. JOHNSON: We were making attempts to get it, my Lady, 

but we never received it. Based on our documentations…. 

THE COURT: After how many years? 

MR. JOHNSON: Yes, my Lady. 

THE COURT: Yes, many requests were made before me. 

MR. JOHNSON: But we never received it. We repeatedly 

made requests to have that DVD here. That DVD in particular, 

but we never received it, my Lady. 

… 

MR. JOHNSON: Yes, my Lady. It was only after mention was 

made of it during the evidence of Officer Evans and that… 

THE COURT: So now that you know of it, what? 

MR. JOHNSON: We made a further check and they were able 

to find it on the DVR that records everything and Officer 

Pickstock has downloaded it. 

THE COURT: Have you given it to Mr. … 

MR. JOHNSON: It’s on the way here now, my Lady, and that 

is why I mentioned it to him prior and that’s why he brought 

this whole issue up before her Ladyship. 

THE COURT: Is it your intention to actually use it at all? 

Have you looked at it? 

MR. JOHNSON: No, my Lady, I have not seen it, but he asked 

for it.. 

THE COURT: Who asked for it? 

MR. JOHNSON: Mr. Cash. 

THE COURT: Asked who? 
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MR. JOHNSON: He inquired about it and so for that reason I 

was trying to get the information and to properly expose him 

to it, my Lady. 

THE COURT: So you will now give it to him. 

MR. JOHNSON: Yes, my Lady….”  

…. 

MR.CASH: I still intend to object. 

THE COURT: I don’t know if he is going to use it. He hasn’t 

seen it yet. 

MR. JOHNSON: We haven’t made a formal application before 

the court to actually bring one forward. 

THE COURT: You are preempting all sorts of things. 

THE COURT:  Very nicely he went and looked for it for you 

and now he is going to give it to you. He hasn’t said he wants to 

use it. I don’t see how he would want to use it yet if he hasn’t 

looked at it first. Neither have you. Can we continue without 

this DVD, please?” 

MR. CASH: No, My Lady. 

THE COURT: Why not? 

MR. CASH: My Lady, if he says now that he doesn’t intend to 

use it then we could continue. 

But he hasn’t seen it yet so he could say it. 

MR. CASH:  My Lady, that’s the difficulty we are in right 

now; the prosecution ought to disclose these things. They ought 

to have them. 

THE COURT: I think they did a very shabby job. I agree with 

you. 

MR. CASH: It was available to the prosecution from February 

25th, 2014. We are in February of 2017 now and we are talking 

about it just being done. 
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THE COURT:  Just in case he decides to use it, I will hear 

your arguments. But let’s get on with the matter because he is 

not seeking to disclose it yet. He is not seeking to use it, he 

hasn’t even seen it. So can we kindly get on with the matter, 

please. [Emphasis added] 

19. I pause at this point to observe that the DVD (which had not yet been disclosed to the 

defence and which Mr. Cash had still not seen) contained the crucial video-recording made 

during the police interview at the CDU on 25th February, 2014 during which Giordano’s ROI and 

CS had been obtained. When information about the undisclosed DVD came to light, officer 

Miller had already been cross-examined and Mr. Cash’s cross-examination of officer Evans was 

well on the way.  

20. In this jurisdiction, police interviews with suspects are now routinely video-taped; the 

obvious rationale being that they serve to provide an independent means of corroborating the 

assurances by police investigators that adverse admissions and confession statements obtained 

during a suspect’s interview were freely and voluntarily obtained; and that the required police 

procedures for conducting such interviews conformed with relevant Force Orders and the Judges 

Rules.  

21. It will readily be appreciated that in view of the ongoing voir dire in which the 

admissibility of Giordano’s ROI and CS were directly in issue, the appropriate venue for the 

Crown to have put the DVD into evidence was during Giordano’s voir dire itself. After the DVD 

came to light, questions such as whether the Crown prosecutor “intended to use it”, or “had seen 

it yet”; or whether the Crown would make “a formal application before the court to actually 

bring one forward”; or whether the Crown was “seeking to disclose it yet” or “to use it” 

completely missed the point. This is because the images on the DVD were clearly integral to the 

inquiry which the judge had been conducting during the voir dire. The late disclosure by the 

Crown of the DVD obviously placed the defence at a distinct disadvantage. To redress the 

situation, the proper course should have been for a short adjournment to have been taken to 

permit the defence to view the DVD.  

22. Although the DVD of Giordano’s interview was only handed over to Mr. Cash during the 

course of Jamal Evan’s cross-examination on the voir dire, Mr. Cash did not seek an 

adjournment to allow him time to watch the DVD recording. Instead, somewhat curiously, he 

merely stated that he would object to it being put into evidence at all on the basis that the name 

of the officer who made the video recording did not appear on the Voluntary Bill of Indictment. 

23. Mr. Cash’s objection (such as it was) did not find favour with the judge who indicated 

her wish to “continue without this DVD” and to “get on with this matter” and showed an 

obvious unwillingness to adjourn the matter. The voir dire then resumed with Mr. Cash resuming 

his cross-examination of officer Evans, without his having had sight of the DVD.     
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24. At the close of the Crown’s case on the voir dire, Giordano gave sworn testimony and 

gave the judge a detailed account of the how he had come into police custody in Exuma on 

Sunday, 23 February, 2014. He described the severe beatings and physical abuse he said had 

endured at the hands of officers Miller and Evans in Exuma on the day of his arrest and two days 

later at the CDU in Nassau just before the start of the police interview.   

25. In his sworn evidence on the voir dire, Giordano told the judge that he had been arrested 

outside a barbershop in Georgetown, Exuma and taken to the Georgetown Police Station. He was 

then transported by vehicle to the Exuma Detective Unit (EDU) accompanied by several police 

officers, including Det. Con. Raphael Miller. Whilst in the vehicle, officer Miller told him: “I ga 

cut your ass for two hours then you ga tell me how and why y’all kill ‘Yardy’.” Giordano 

said he denied the allegation. On arrival at the EDU, he was taken to a room where he met Det. 

Sgt. Jamal Evans who came to him and said: “Aw, you is the next Gio”…”We ga do this the 

hard way, or we ga do this the easy way.”  

26. Giordano told the judge that upon his asking officer Evans what he meant, officer Evans 

told him, “Alright, you acting stupid. I ga show you,” at which point, officer Miller kicked 

him in the back causing him to fall forward hitting his face on the ground whilst his hands were 

handcuffed in the back. Officer Miller then sat on the back of his knee. Officer Evans grabbed a 

chair and placed the legs of a chair over him with the back of the chair facing officer Miller and 

sat on it. Then officer Evans placed a fish bag over his head. Giordano said he started to wiggle 

because he was suffocating. He couldn’t move because officer Miller was sitting on his leg. He 

couldn’t slide left or right either because the chair legs kept him in place. After some time, the 

bag was removed and officer Evans asked him what he had to say. 

27. Giordano said he told the two officers: “Oh Lord! Y’all ga (sic) kill me for something I 

don’t know about.” Officer Evans then told him: “Oh! You take this for a game. This is what 

you came here to say.” He then placed the bag back over his head and he passed out. When he 

regained consciousness he said he was leaning up on the bathroom door with his hands still 

handcuffed behind him. Officer Miller walked up to him, kneeled down and punched him three 

times in his stomach. Officer Evans then said: “This boy wasting my time, man.” 

28. Giordano testified that he was then transported to his home where he lived with his 

grandfather. Officer Miller retrieved his passport and NIB card from his bedroom. He said he 

was transported to the Georgetown Police Station where Officer Miller informed him that “the 

investigation was closed” on him. On inquiring what Officer Miller meant by closed, officer 

Miller laughed and told him: “I’ll see you in the morning.”  

29. Giordano told the judge that he spent Sunday night at the station in Exuma and the 

following day was transported by air to Nassau. He spent Monday night at a police station in 

Nassau and the following morning (25th) he was transported by police jeep to the Central 

Detective Unit (CDU). He was taken into a room with a desk and two chairs. His evidence was 
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that on entering the room, officer Miller walked in behind him and started pounding him multiple 

times in the stomach, abdomen and lower chest while his hands were handcuffed behind him. 

After officer Evans had closed the door behind them, he too started pounding on him. Officer 

Miller then elbowed him in the back causing him to lose his breath. As he was catching his 

breath, officer Miller told him: “Man, look here! You see what you causing? We tell you we 

ga make it the easy way or the hard way.”   

30. Giordano then outlined to the judge the circumstances in which he had come to give the 

incriminating answers which appeared in the ROI. The following portions of the transcript 

located between pages 268 through 270 largely speak for themselves: 

Q. What happened after that? 

A.    When he said, “Don’t hit him in his face” Officer Miller 

then started to punch me again in my abdomen. And Officer 

Miller, he told me at that time said: “All I want you to do is say 

‘yes’ you do it.” 

Q.    Who said that? 

A.  Officer Evans. 

Q.  Did you say that you did it? 

A.    After they continually punch me I still refused, but after 

they continually beat me, beat me I said: “Okay, yeah, I do it.” 

Q.  What happened after that? 

A. Then after that he told me that he can carry me in the 

interview room. He about to carry me next door, all I (sic) 

wants me to do is say, “yes, yes, I do it.” ‘Cause I told him, I 

said: “I can’t say something I don’t know about.” And he told 

me say, “Man, all you have to do is say ‘yes’. You don’t have to 

say nothing. All you have to do is say yes.” And I said: “Once I 

just say ‘yes’, y’all ain’ ga beat me no more?” He said, “No. All I 

want you to do is say ‘yes’.” 

Q.     What happened next? 

A. Then we went in this next room which is ‘cross from this 

brown door. We sat down, Officer Evans and Officer Miller sat 

down in the front of me. Through the time-frame I am not sure 

exactly what did Officer Evans say, but all I did was do what 

he say do: “When I tell you something all you have to do is say 
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‘yes’.” When we went in that room, every time he open up he 

mouth I just said “yes”. He told me the (sic) sign. I say, 

“Officer, man, I can’t sign that.” 

Q.   When you say can’t answer (sic) that, can’t sign what? 

A.  He told me he wanted me to sign right here. He tried to 

offer me the paper and said: “Sign right here.” I said, “I cannot 

sign that.” He said: “Alright, fine with me. You don’t have to 

sign.” Then they carried me to the cell.”  [Emphasis added] 

31. Essentially, Giordano told the judge that the admissions had been made as a result of the 

physical violence and oppressive police conduct to which he had been subjected immediately 

prior to the interview and which both officers had denied. Thereafter, once in the interview room 

he had agreed to the answers which the officers recorded in the ROI because they assured him 

that they would not beat him if he just agreed.  

32. In his evidence-in-chief on the voir dire, Giordano was shown the ROI (Exhibit 5) as well 

as the CS (Exhibit 6). He told the judge that his signature did not appear on either document. We 

extract the following portions of the transcript found between pages 269 through 270 which 

speak for themselves: 

“MR. CASH: My lady, can the witness or the defendant be 

shown the statement and Record of Interview that was taken 

from him… 

MR. CASH:   5 and 6, sorry, my lady. 

THE COURT:   Which one you want him shown first? 

MR. CASH:   The Record of Interview. 

Q.    Just hold it up so I know we are looking at the right 

one. Do you see your signature anywhere on that document? 

A.   No, sir. 

Q.  Look through all the papers. 

A. No, sir. 

MR. CASH:  My lady, can the witness be shown the other 

exhibit? 
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THE COURT: For the record the witness’ signature is not on 

Exhibit 5 in the voir dire, the ROI taken on the 25th of 

February. 

THE WITNESS: No, sir, none of these have no signature for 

me. 

THE COURT:  Are you looking at Exhibit 6 now? Yes, he has 

examined Exhibit 6, the statement taken on the 25th of his (sic) 

name. You looked at it carefully? All of the pages? You said 

that your signature is not on any of those pages? 

THE WITNESS:  No. I don’t see it nowhere….”          

[Emphasis added] 

33. In his evidence-in-chief on the voir dire, in an obvious attempt to establish how he 

usually signed his name, Giordano produced three documents. These were the Alibi Notice 

signed before Magistrate Joyann Ferguson-Pratt on 28 May, 2014, and an Affidavit in support of 

his application for pre-trial bail filed on 29 January, 2016. He identified his signature “Giordano 

Mario Adderley” on both documents. The defence also drew the judge’s attention to an expired 

children’s Bahamian passport issued on 30 September, 2010 in the name “Giordano Mario 

Adderley”. 

34. I pause once again to observe that properly understood, Giordano’s sworn evidence-in-

chief on the voir dire, (consistent with what Mr. Cash had advised the learned judge at the 

outset) raised what the authorities describe as a multiplicity of issues some involving questions 

of fact, but all of which had a direct bearing on the issue of the voluntariness and admissibility of 

the ROI and the CS which the learned judge was called upon to decide.  

35. Firstly, Giordano clearly appeared to be saying that the adverse statements attributed to 

him in the ROI had only been obtained by the police investigators because he had succumbed to 

the physical violence meted out to him by officers Miller and Evans following his arrest in 

Exuma; and more importantly, immediately prior to his interview with them at the CDU on 25 

February, 2014. Furthermore, Giordano clearly told the judge that he had acquiesced in the 

contents of the ROI after the officers had agreed not to continue beating him.  

36. Secondly, he clearly told the judge that he did not sign “the paper” which had been 

presented to him for his signature during the interview.  

37.  Thirdly, having been shown the ROI and the CS (i.e. Exhibits 5 and 6) during the voir 

dire, his sworn testimony before the judge was that his signature was not on either of them as he 

always signed using the signature “Giordano Mario Adderley” seen on the three documents 

which he had put into evidence.  
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38. With specific reference to the CS, the thrust of Giordano’s evidence was that he it was a 

police fabrication; he knew nothing of its contents and when he was shown “the paper” and told 

to sign it, he had refused to do so, after which he had been carried away to the cell.  

39. It need hardly be said that had the Crown put the DVD video-recording into evidence 

during the voir dire, it could have gone a long way towards assisting the judge in resolving many 

of these issues.    

40. Finally, in his sworn testimony on the voir dire Giordano also told the court that on his 

admission to Her Majesty’s Prison following his formal arrest and charge, he had been examined 

by a doctor to whom he had complained about being assaulted by police whilst in custody. He 

told the judge that the doctor had prescribed a muscle relaxer for his back pain. 

41. Following his evidence-in-chief, Giordano was cross-examined by Crown prosecutor, 

Mr. Johnson. Under cross-examination, Giordano repeated the evidence he had given about 

having been kicked in the back, fish-bagged and punched in the abdomen while at the EDU. He 

confirmed that whilst in Exuma, following the beating, he had made no oral confessions, signed 

no document and given no statement in Exuma.  

42. He also confirmed the complaints he had made during his evidence-in-chief that upon his 

arrival at the CDU in Nassau, he had been taken through a brown door into a room where 

officers Miller and Evans had started punching him in the abdomen and in his mouth. He also 

confirmed his earlier testimony-in-chief that after agreeing to do as officer Evans had told him to 

do, he had then been taken into another room, and had said “yes” to everything officer Evans had 

told him. [See pages 307 line 21 through 309 line1 through 5]      

43. Under cross-examination, Crown prosecutor Johnson then asked Giordano the following 

series of questions concerning the ROI and the CS and elicited the following responses found at 

page 309 of the transcript:           

“Q. Now, after having said “yes”, did you give a statement? 

A.   No, sir. 

Q. Did you sign any document in that room? 

A. No, sir. 

Q. And so after having been beaten…I guess on two occasions 

you did not sign, you did not give them any information. 

A. Yes, sir” [Emphasis added] 

44. Under further cross-examination by Mr. Johnson, Giordano was shown the contents of 

two Affidavits which he admitted he had signed in 2014 and 2015 in connection with his 
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applications for pre-trial bail. In those Affidavits, Giordano had asserted that he had been 

severely beaten, suffocated, electrocuted and injured and forced to sign pre-prepared statements 

against his will. Confronted with the contents of the Affidavits, Giordano admitted that he had 

signed the bail Affidavits prepared by his former legal representatives in connection with bail. 

He, however, denied ever having been electrocuted or that he had been forced to sign pre-

prepared statements as indicated, and insisted that he had in fact never placed his signature on 

the ROI or the CS. He also agreed with Mr. Johnson that despite having been beaten on two 

occasions, he had not signed any document and further had not given the police any information. 

[See pages 319-323 transcripts] 

 45. Just prior to the close of his testimony on the voir dire, the judge asked Giordano the 

following questions found at pages 337 through 338 of the transcript: 

“MR. CASH: My lady, I have no further questions. 

THE COURT: Thank you. I just want to ask you one question. 

Now Giordano Rolle, you remember coming to this court for a 

bail application? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma’am, a few times. 

THE COURT: Yes, you did. When you first appeared before 

me in 2014 you sat right there where Demetri is now, right? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma’am. 

THE COURT: Don’t you remember your lawyer Nathan 

Smith telling me, as I am writing as he is talking to me, that 

you were severely beaten and forced to sign the statement and 

Record of Interview? Didn’t you hear him say that to me? 

THE WITNESS:  No, ma’am. 

THE COURT: Alright. I asked him a question. You want to 

further re-examine? 

… 

THE COURT: You want to further cross-examine him?... 

MR. JOHNSON: No, my lady. 

THE COURT: You want to re-examine him on that? 

MR. CASH: No, my lady.” [Emphasis added] 
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46. As is evident from the foregoing questions, the learned judge was at that point obviously 

having some doubt about the credibility of Giordano’s testimony before her on the voir dire. The 

questions she asked sought to further probe him about the oppressive treatment he had 

complained about and which had come to her attention during the course of his many 

applications for pre-trial bail and which appeared to be inconsistent with what he had described 

in his evidence-in-chief on the voir dire. 

47. We turn now to consider Giordano’s complaints on grounds 1, 2, 3 and 9, commencing 

with grounds 1 and 2.  

Grounds 1 and 2 - Premature termination of the Voir Dire and judge’s failure to rule  

48. As noted, the thrust of these two grounds is that the judge’s decision to prematurely 

terminate Giordano’s voir dire without first ruling on the allegations of oppression which 

Defence counsel had put to the police investigators during cross-examination and which had 

outlined in Giordano’s sworn evidence-in-chief during the voir dire was wrong in law; and 

deprived him of a ruling on the admissibility of the ROI and CS as required by law.  

49.  Counsel for Giordano, Ms. Cadet, submitted that the learned judge erred in law in 

wrongfully terminating the voir dire and in allowing Giordano’s ROI and CS into evidence 

without a ruling. She submitted that the judge had erroneously interpreted a portion of 

Giordano’s testimony as an indication that he was no longer challenging the voluntariness of the 

statements, but merely alleging that they were fabricated and not made or signed by him which 

she said were questions of fact for the jury. Ms. Cadet relied on R v. Samuel [1988] 2 W.L.R. 

920; R v. Keenan [1989] 3 W.L.R. 1193 and an oral decision of this Court (differently 

constituted) in Basil Gordon v. R SCCrApp No. 1 of 2016. 

50. In response, Counsel for the Respondent, Ms. Pintard, submitted that the judge was 

correct to end the voir dire, because once he denied giving the ROI and CS, the issue became a 

question of fact to be determined by the jury. She relied on The Queen v. Thomas [2017] 2 

BHS J. No. 71; and sought to distinguish the authorities of Samuel and Gordon as inapplicable 

and distinguishable from what occurred in the current case.  

51. The transcripts reveal that Giordano’s voir dire was terminated by the judge in the 

following way. On 23 February 2017 (the day after Giordano’s testimony on the voir dire ended) 

the learned judge initiated a discussion with both counsel ostensibly seeking to understand the 

nature of Giordano’s challenges to the admissibility of the ROI and CS. Between pages 371 

through 375 of the transcript, the judge referred Defence counsel, Mr. Cash, to one portion of 

Giordano’s testimony given under cross-examination which she said were contained in the 

transcript which she had reviewed overnight.    

52. She advised Mr. Cash that the issue whether Giordano had been forced through 

oppression to give the ROI and CS was no longer in issue inasmuch as Giordano had clearly 
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stated under cross-examination that he hadn’t given any information whatsoever to the police 

and furthermore, had not signed the CS. In her view, based on that testimony, there was no 

longer any reason for a voir dire to be held since the question whether Giordano had given the 

CS or not or signed it, were questions of fact for the determination of the jury. 

53. Initially, Mr. Cash disagreed with the judge’s view. However, after she had eventually 

persuaded Mr. Cash to agree that a voir dire was not necessary, the judge ultimately terminated 

the voir dire. We extract the relevant portions of the exchange between Mr. Cash and the judge 

located at page 373 line 5 through page 375 line 23 of the trial transcript which speak for 

themselves: 

“THE COURT: But you are the one that’s challenging it. You 

see, as I understand the voir dire; a voir dire is the defence 

indicating to the Crown and to the Court that the information 

that was given by the defendant was not given voluntarily. 

MR. CASH: Yes, my lady. 

THE COURT: The defendant is stating to me here now on 

oath that he didn’t give the information and he didn’t sign it; 

so it’s now no longer a question of the voluntariness of the 

statement being given or (sic) it was given under oppressive 

means. He said he didn’t give a statement, he didn’t sign it, so 

it now becomes a question of fact in the case, – unless you 

change your mind again. 

MR. CASH: No, my lady. When we started the voir dire…. 

THE COURT: Yes, when you started the voir dire the Crown 

has to prove that it was given without any oppressive means. 

MR. CASH: Yes. 

THE COURT: They have led that evidence. However, into the 

box comes your client and says on oath “I did not give that 

information and I did not sign it.” So where is the voir dire? 

Where are the challenges for the statement being given by 

being given because of oppressive means when he stated to us 

he didn’t give that information? Do you understand me? 

MR. CASH: My lady, I understand, but when the voir dire 

started and the court asked both counsel what was being 

challenged… 
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THE COURT: I know what he said to me. I know what the 

Crown in his…I know what he said to me during bail, I know 

what he said to me through his counsel in his presence during 

case management. I know what you said to me at the beginning 

of the trial. But here it is he counteracts all of that and says to 

me yesterday and the day before “I didn’t give that 

information.” 

MR. CASH: Well my lady, I would like to see that transcript. 

THE COURT: Here. This is where I came to when he said this. 

Because if that’s so, all I need to deal with right now is Demetri 

Rolle (indicating). And yours is a question of fact at the end 

during the trial because he is saying he didn’t give that 

information and he didn’t sign it. 

MR. CASH: Well, my lady, what I am saying is if the Crown 

still intends to exhibit the statement and the Record of 

Interview, it still must be ruled upon whether or not it was 

given voluntarily. 

THE COURT: No. Because he said he didn’t give it. It’s a piece 

of fiction. It’s a question of fact. Your case on the challenge is 

that he was forced to sign something or that he was forced to 

say something no longer exist (sic) because he is saying he 

didn’t do anything. 

MR. CASH: I agree. 

THE COURT: I’ll show you this right here. Even went on: 

“And after you said ‘yes’, did you give a statement? No, sir.” 

I’ll show you right here. This was sent to me in text format. 

That’s under cross-examination by Mr. Johnson. 

MR. CASH: Yes, my lady. I agree. 

THE COURT: You agree?  

MR. CASH: He did say at line 30 “Now after having said ‘yes’, 

did you give a statement? No, sir. Did you sign a document? 

No, sir.” 

THE COURT: So you do understand your case fails. 

MR. CASH: Yes, lady. 
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THE COURT: Alright, so for the record then, Mr. Cash, 

bearing in mind what your client has stated to the Court, is 

there any reason for a voir dire involving Giordano Rolle? 

MR. CASH: No, my lady. It becomes a question of fact for the 

jury whether he gave a statement and whether he signed it. 

THE COURT: Thank you. So …the voir dire in regards to 

Giordano Rolle now falls. The only voir dire now we have is 

that of Demetri Rolle and I believe you have a couple of 

questions to put to Mr. Miller who is now here?... ” [Emphasis 

added] 

54. It is obvious from the foregoing that following Giordano’s testimony on the voir dire, the 

learned judge focused her attention on one small portion of Giordano’s testimony under cross-

examination where, in answer to Mr. Johnson’s question whether he had given the CS, Giordano 

unequivocally stated that he had not and further, that he had not signed it.  

55. The issues which arose in Giordano’s voir dire were explored and settled in the Hong 

Kong Privy Council decision in Thongjai and anor v. The Queen [1997] UKPC 31. At 

paragraph 1 Lord Hutton writing for the Board, described the issues which had arisen in the two 

separate appeals which had been considered together in the following terms: 

“1. The issue which arises on both these appeals against 

conviction…is whether, when a defendant denies that he made 

an oral admission to the police but also alleges conduct by the 

police before or at the time of the alleged admission which 

might render the admission involuntary and inadmissible if it 

had been made, the trial judge should conduct a voir dire to 

determine the voluntariness of the alleged admission 

notwithstanding that the defendant denies that he made it.” 

[Emphasis added] 

56.  In Thongjai’s appeal, the Board recounted that the appellant had been charged with 

murder and tried before the trial judge and a jury. Prior to the empanelment of the jury, the judge 

sat to conduct a voir dire. In the voir dire, it was made clear to the judge that the appellant denied 

making an oral confession to police through an interpreter whilst sitting handcuffed on the floor 

in the dark inside the flat where the murder had occurred and where he had been kept under 

arrest for several hours. It was also part of the Crown’s case that after he had been taken from the 

flat to the police station, the appellant through the same interpreter made four further confessions 

to the killing which were written down by the police and signed by the appellant.    
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57. Their Lordships observed that at one stage during the course of the prosecution evidence 

in the voir dire, apparently in the light of the obvious unreliability of the evidence of the 

interpreter and her lack of credibility as a witness, the learned trial judge asked Crown counsel if 

he still wished to seek to have the four written statements signed by the appellant admitted in 

evidence. The Crown counsel stated that he no longer sought to adduce those four statements in 

evidence. The judge then ruled that he had no jurisdiction to make a ruling that the oral 

confession alleged to have been made in the flat was inadmissible. This ruling brought the voir 

dire to an end and the appellant had no opportunity to give evidence in the voir dire.  

58. In the appeal of Lee Chum-kong, their Lordships recounted that appellant had been 

charged with trafficking in a dangerous drug. The Crown’s case was that he had been seen 

leaving an apartment block carrying a black suitcase. He was accosted by police at the doors of 

the lift and had attempted to flee. He was then seized by police, the briefcase searched in his 

presence and packets discovered apparently containing a large quantity of heroin. The police 

alleged that on being asked what was in the packets, the appellant had made an oral confession 

which was written down in a police notebook and signed by him. It was also part of the 

prosecution case that after being taken to the police station, the appellant had made a further 

statement to the police. 

59. At Lee Chum-kong’s trial, and before the jury was empanelled the trial judge sat to 

conduct a voir dire. The Board also recounted that it was made clear on the appellant’s behalf 

that he denied making the alleged oral statement at the doors of the lift. The admissibility of both 

statements was challenged in the voir dire. The case made on behalf of the appellant was that the 

writing of the confession in his notebook by the police witness and the signature thereto of the 

appellant were not done at the time of the arrest but had been done subsequently at the police 

station where he had been threatened and punched. The learned judge ruled that the two 

statements were inadmissible but gave no reasons for this ruling. 

60. At paragraph 9 of the decision, their Lordships observed that the alleged oral confession 

made at the doors of the lift was treated as “a separate confession”, and that the trial judge ruled, 

in effect, as did the trial judge in the case of Thongjai, that he did not have jurisdiction to make a 

ruling that the oral confession was inadmissible.  

61. Between paragraphs 11 through 36 of their decision, the Board reviewed the correctness 

of the approach by the trial judges who had embarked on an inquiry into to the voluntariness of 

the statements attributed to Thongjai and Lee Chum-kong respectively, to decline jurisdiction to 

rule on the admissibility of the statements simply because they had denied making the 

confessions in question.  

62. After referring to the leading authority on the issue delivered by Lord Bridge of Harwich 

in Ajodha v. The State [1982] AC 204, their Lordships considered the judgment in Ajodha, as 

well as the judgments of the High Court of Australia in MacPherson v. The Queen (1981) 147 
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CLR 512; and the judgments of the Hong Kong Court of Appeal in Reg. v. Cheung Hon-yeung 

[1993] 1 HKCLR 292. 

63. Lord Hutton proceeded to explain that the principle stated by Lord Bridge in Ajodha in 

relation to written statements, also applied to oral statements. At paragraph 15, their Lordships 

gave the following guidance: 

“15. Whilst the statements considered by the Board in Ajodha 

were written statements, their Lordships are clearly of opinion 

that the principle stated by Lord Bridge applies also to oral 

admissions. Therefore where the prosecution alleges that the 

defendant made an oral admission, and the case is raised on 

behalf of the defendant that he did not make the oral 

admission and that he was ill-treated by the police before or at 

the time of the alleged admission, two issues are raised which 

are not mutually exclusive. The first issue, which is for the 

judge to decide, is whether, on the assumption that the alleged 

admission was made, it is involuntary. The second issue, which 

is for the jury to decide if the judge rules that the alleged 

admission is admissible in evidence is whether the admission 

was in fact made.” [Emphasis added] 

64. In Thongjai, their Lordships then rejected the Crown’s submissions based on Ajodha, 

that both cases fell within situation (4) described by Lord Bridge, and did not come within 

situation (2) because the alleged admissions were oral and not written. They also rejected the 

Crown’s submission in relation to Lee Chum-kong that the case was not covered by situation (3) 

because the evidence for the prosecution did not indicate circumstances leading to the conclusion 

that the admission was involuntary.   

65. Rejecting the Crown’s submissions their Lordships then clarified the Board’s earlier 

guidance by Lord Bridge in Ajodha stating: 

“Their Lordships do not accept these submissions. It is clear 

that in the passage commencing at page 221H Lord Bridge was 

not intending to deal with every type of situation which could 

arise but was only referring to four typical situations. Their 

Lordships are satisfied that the type of situation envisaged by 

Lord Bridge in situation (2) is not confined to the making of a 

written statement, and that if the present situation had arisen 

in Ajodha Lord Bridge would have worded situation (2) as 

follows:- 
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“The accused, as in each of the instant appeals, denies that 

he made the oral statement but claims that, if he did make 

it, he made it involuntarily. Again for the reasons explained, 

the judge must rule on admissibility and, if he admits the 

oral statement, leave all issues of fact as to the 

circumstances of the making for the jury to consider and 

evaluate.” [Emphasis added] 

66. The Board then considered and expressly disapproved of the approach taken in a line of 

cases from the Court of Appeal in Hong Kong which considered that it was not possible for a 

defendant to deny giving an oral admission to police and at the same time contend that it should 

be excluded as being involuntary. The Board stated that this approach would only be correct in 

the context of a case where there was no suggestion by the defendant of threat or inducement or 

other impropriety by the police at the time of the alleged oral admission and where the only issue 

was whether the oral admission had been made, and if so, what weight should be given to it.  

67. After citing a passage from the judgment of Macdougall JA in Cheung Hon-yeung, their 

Lordships found that such an approach could not be taken in isolation from the facts of the case 

and could not be applied in a case where the defendant alleges that he was improperly treated by 

the police before or at the time of making the alleged oral admission. Their Lordships explained 

that if read in that way, the passage from Macdougall JA’s judgment would constitute an 

erroneous statement of the law and contrary to the principle established in Ajodha and 

MacPherson.  

68. The Board then examined the nature of the defendants’ allegations during the voir dire 

inquiries held in Thongjai and Lee Chum-kong respectively, and held that both trial judges had 

erred in determining that they had no jurisdiction to determine whether the relevant admissions, 

if made, were involuntary.  

69. At paragraphs 65 and 66, Lord Hutton explained their Lordship’s conclusion in the 

following terms: 

“65. Accordingly, in the opinion of their Lordships in the trials of 

both appellants the trial judge should have made a ruling on the voir 

dire whether the Crown had proved that the alleged oral admission 

was voluntary, and in each case the judge wrongly held that he would 

not give such a ruling. Mr. Saw submitted that in each case, if the trial 

judge had considered the issue of voluntariness, he would have ruled 

that the oral admission was voluntary, and therefore his decision that 

he had no jurisdiction to give a ruling on admissibility had caused no 

injustice. Mr. Saw argued that in Thongjai’s case there was no 

oppression because the police had no reasonable alternative other 
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than to keep the appellant handcuffed in the flat until the arrival of 

the interpreter. In Lee Chun-kong’s case Mr. Saw argued that the 

judge would have accepted the police evidence that they had not 

assaulted the appellant at the lift. Their Lordships do not accept these 

submissions and are of the opinion that on the state of the evidence in 

the voir dires no conclusion can be reached that in either case the 

judge, if he had considered the issue, would inevitably have ruled that 

the oral admission was admissible. Moreover, in the case of Thongjai 

the ruling of the trial judge effectively prevented the calling of the 

appellant in the voir dire to give evidence as to his treatment by the 

police and the circumstances in which he was held in the flat before he 

made the alleged admission to the interpreter. 

66. Therefore the conclusion of their Lordships is that in each case 

the appellant was deprived of the very important safeguard of a 

ruling by the trial judge as to the admissibility of the alleged oral 

admissions which was an important part of the case against him, and 

accordingly that in each case, the conviction of the appellant was 

unsafe and cannot stand. [Emphasis added]   

70. See also the Board’s discussion in Timothy, Dexter Reid & Sheldon Lewis v. The 

State (Trinidad and Tobago) [1999] UKPC 19 between paras 21 and 30 where the principles 

were re-stated and applied. 

71. It is undisputed that in the case at bar, what was under consideration by the judge on the 

voir dire was a challenge made from the very outset to the admissibility of the oral statements 

attributed to him and recorded in the ROI, as well as to the contents of a signed written CS also 

attributed to him during his police interview. According to the Crown’s case, the ROI and the CS 

had both been obtained during the course of a police interview which Giordano testified had 

been characterized by physical violence and police oppression immediately before it 

commenced. The Crown’s evidence was that the ROI and the CS were obtained together. While 

Giordano admitted that he was shown “a paper” and asked to sign it, he denied that he had given 

the answers recorded in the ROI and further that he had signed it. He denied having given the CS 

and on being shown Exhibits 5 and 6, he denied that his signature appeared on either document.  

72. On the state of the evidence given on the voir dire as a whole, this was a case involving 

both oral admissions and a written confession. The appellant’s defence could not be said to be an 

absolute denial of the prosecution evidence. Nor was the appellant simply alleging that the 

interview never took place or that the incriminating answers in the record of interview were 

never given; or that the written statement was a forgery which would have brought the case 

within situation (4) of Ajodja. While clearly denying that he had made the admissions, the 

appellant also alleged oppressive conduct by the police immediately before the interview where 
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the oral admissions and a written confession were obtained. Properly understood, the appellant’s 

case on the voir dire raised a multiplicity of issues which the judge had carefully to consider.   

73.  Giordano denied having authored or signed the Record of Interview and the written 

Confession. Undoubtedly, his denial raised issues of fact for the jury’s determination. However, 

that was not his only claim. This was a case where Giordano also alleged that both documents 

attributed to him were involuntary and inadmissible due to the police oppression which had 

immediately preceded the interview where they were obtained. That allegation and Giordano’s 

testimony, clearly also raised for the judge’s determination the crucial issue of voluntariness of 

both documents which could not be overlooked and which required a ruling from her as to 

admissibility. Given the issues raised in his various claims, the mere fact that Giordano admitted 

under cross-examination that he did not give any information to the police and had not signed 

either document, did not entitle the judge to prematurely terminate the voir dire on the basis that 

those were factual issues were for the jury and that there was accordingly, no longer any need for 

a voir dire.  

74. As their Lordships explained in Thongjai, such issues are not mutually exclusive. Based 

on the allegations of oppression which Counsel for Giordano had raised at the start of the voir 

dire, and which Giordano had repeated in his evidence-in-chief before her, the judge was 

required to approach the matter using the advice which the Board outlined at paragraph 15 of 

their Lordships judgment (extracted above). The fact that Defence counsel, Mr. Cash was 

eventually persuaded to agree with the judge that there was no longer any need for a voir dire or 

a ruling on admissibility, did not make what occurred in this case correct. 

75. Faced with the several issues which had arisen on the voir dire, in relation to the two 

documents, the learned judge was required firstly, to decide whether (on the assumption that the 

admissions in the ROI and CS were made) they were nonetheless inadmissible as having been 

obtained involuntarily and by oppression as Giordano claimed. Secondly, if after properly 

considering the all of the evidence led on the voir dire, she found that the admissions in the ROI 

and CS were admissible, it was only then that the jury (as the judges of the facts) would be called 

upon to determine whether the admissions were in fact made. 

76. It was clearly erroneous for the judge to diminish Giordano’s complaints about police 

oppression prior to the interview by focusing her attention only on his admission under cross-

examination that he had neither authored nor signed the CS. By ending the voir dire on that 

basis, the learned judge failed to treat with the evidence and the live issues relating to the 

voluntariness of both documents which had been put before her and which clearly deserved a 

proper ruling from her on admissibility of both documents as required by law.  

77.  Had the judge not erroneously terminated the voir dire, she would have been obliged, 

following the approach advocated in Thongjai, to proceed on the assumption that both 

documents had been made, before turning to examine the evidence of police brutality and 
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oppression which Giordano claimed he had undergone prior to the start of the interview from 

which the documents emanated. While the Crown had called the prison doctor, Dr. Hastings 

Johnson to support its case that Giordano had not suffered any physical trauma following his 

arrest and prior to his remand, Giordano’s prison medical admission report revealed that upon his 

being examined by a Dr. Curry in prison (some 6 days following his police interview) Giordano 

had complained of having had a bag placed over his head and of being punched about his body 

and of having back pain. The medical report also revealed that while Dr. Curry described the 

physical findings were “unremarkable”, he had nevertheless diagnosed Giordano with back pain 

and stable myalgia (or muscle pain) and prescribed an anti-inflammatory pain reliever.  

78. Under cross-examination by Mr. Cash, Dr. Johnson agreed that in coming to a diagnosis 

of pain in a particular area, the medical protocol would have required the examining doctor to 

palpate or touch the affected area. He also explained that it is possible to be punched and have no 

marks and to be punched and have broken bones and that the absence of physical findings or 

marks could be explained by many factors including the force that had been applied, the 

complexion of the person and what was in between the fist and the area that absorbed the punch. 

Dr. Johnson ended his cross-examination with the concession that based on Dr. Curry’s findings, 

he was unable to say that Giordano had not been punched or kicked in police custody.  

79. Given the inconclusive state of the evidence we are unable to say that the judge would 

inevitably have ruled the ROI and the CS admissible. 

80. We are however satisfied, that just as occurred in Thongjai, the premature termination of 

the voir dire in this case deprived Giordano of the all-important safeguard of a ruling by the 

judge as to the admissibility of the several admissions attributed to him and contained in the ROI 

and the CS respectively, which the prosecution sought to have admitted before the jury. 

81. In the result, grounds 1 and 2 of the appeal have considerable merit and must be 

determined in Giordano’s favour. 

Ground 3 – Non-disclosure of the video-recording of Giordano’s ROI and CS resulting in 

Giordano having inadequate time to prepare his cross-examination of the investigators on 

the voir dire 

82. The thrust of Giordano’s complaint on ground 3 was that the non-disclosure by the 

Crown of the video recording of Giordano’s police interview which was not handed over to the 

defence until well after the trial had commenced, prejudiced him by unfairly depriving him of an 

opportunity to adequately prepare his defence and in particular, to properly cross-examine the 

police investigators in order to challenge the voluntariness of the ROI and CS during the voir 

dire.  

83. We have already outlined (between paragraphs 15 through 21) how the fact of the 

Crown’s non-disclosure of the DVD to the defence came to light during the course of the voir 
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dire. Giordano complains that the non-disclosure by the Crown deprived himself and his Counsel 

of the opportunity of preparing his defence, as he was robbed of the opportunity to use the video-

recording to cross-examine the officers Miller and Evans about matters which could have 

affected their credibility before the judge and to raise doubts about the voluntariness of the ROI 

and CS which they had attributed to him.  

84. Firstly, Counsel for Giordano, Ms. Cadet referred to Giordano’s right under Article 20(2) 

of the Constitution to be given adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence. She 

relied on a decision of this Court (similarly constituted) in Rashad Sullivan & Patrickedo Rose 

v. Director of Public Prosecutions SCCrApp.& CAIS Nos. 272 and 248 where Evans JA 

writing for the Court conducted a comprehensive review of a number of authorities dealing with 

the issue of disclosure and stated as follows; 

“The point raised by the appellant is not a small one. It was 

clearly accepted that the alleged confessions were the only 

evidence against the appellants. Their defence was that the 

confessions were not voluntarily obtained and they were 

entitled to put before the court any and all relevant evidence 

which could assist their case. It is trite that the Crown had a 

duty to disclose all relevant information which is in their 

possession which could assist an accused person charged 

before the court. Prosecution disclosure is fundamental in an 

adversarial criminal justice system where the power to 

investigate lies with the police.” [Emphasis added]    

85.  In Aritis v. Regina; Flowers v. Regina [2014] 1 BHS J. No. 118 this Court (differently 

constituted) also considered a number of authorities relating to how the Prosecution’s failure to 

disclose relevant information to the defence might affect the fairness of the trial and the safety of 

a conviction. In dismissing the ground of appeal based on the non-disclosure, the Court 

highlighted the following observations of de la Bastide CJ (as he then was) in the Trinidad & 

Tobago Court of Appeal decision in Herbert Ferguson v. Attorney-General (1999) 57 WIR 

403 at pp. 421-421 de la Bastide CJ stated: 

“Fairness therefore, which is said to be the key to the rules of 

disclosure, would seem to require that material which the 

prosecution is under a duty to disclose in indictable cases at or 

before the preliminary inquiry (providing of course that it is 

available to the prosecution at that time)…Breach of that duty, 

however, does not automatically entitle an accused person to a 

remedy, whether by way of having a conviction quashed or 

under s. 14 of the Constitution. In order to justify the granting 

of such relief the person complaining must prove that he has 
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suffered prejudice. This he may do either by showing that, but 

for the non-disclosure, he would not have been committed at 

all…; or that the failure to disclose at that early stage impaired 

in some significant way his chances of an acquittal at a 

subsequent trial at which he was convicted.” [Emphasis added] 

86. In 2001, de la Bastide CJ’s statement of the common law relating to disclosure 

subsequently received the approbation of the Privy Council in Ferguson v. Attorney-General of 

Trinidad and Tobago [2001] UKPC 3. Writing for their Lordships, Lord Steyn said: 

“The common law duty of timeous and fair disclosure as 

explained by the Chief Justice ensures fairness to the accused. 

And there are in principle effective remedies for breaches 

inasmuch as appropriate orders can be sought from trial 

judges and in the High Court. If despite this safety net, cases of 

demonstrable unfairness in failure to disclose relevant material 

appear they can be corrected on appeal or, where appropriate 

by invoking a remedy under the general guarantee of due 

process, protection of the law, and fair hearing under the 

Constitution.” [Emphasis added] 

87. Their Lordship’s advice is consistent with the following guidance to counsel found in the 

decision of the Canadian Supreme Court in Stinchcombe v. R (1991) 3 S.C.R. 326: 

“Counsel for the accused must bring to the attention of the 

trial judge at the earliest opportunity any failure of the Crown 

to comply with its duty to disclose of which Counsel became 

aware. Observance of this rule will enable the judge to remedy 

any prejudice to the accused if possible and then avoid a new 

trial. Failure to do so by Counsel for the defence will be an 

important factor in determining on appeal whether a new trial 

should be ordered.” [Emphasis added] 

88. There is no doubt that in this case, Mr. Cash drew the fact of the non-disclosure of the 

DVD recording to the learned judge’s attention at the earliest opportunity. In fact, he did so 

immediately after officer Evans had admitted under cross-examination that Giordano’s interview 

had been video-recorded. It is evident that had the DVD been made available to the defence 

earlier, if not at his committal, at the very least before the start of the trial rather than (as 

happened) mid-way through the voir dire, Mr. Cash would undoubtedly have been able to view 

the video-recording and would have been better placed to conduct his cross-examination of 

officers Miller and Evans with the aim of undermining their credibility regarding the manner in 

which Giordano had come to author and sign the ROI and the CS. 
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89. We are satisfied that the late disclosure by the Crown of the DVD undoubtedly placed the 

defence at a distinct disadvantage. As indicated, Mr. Cash had by then already completed his 

cross-examination of officer Miller and was already mid-way through cross-examining officer 

Evans. To redress the situation, the proper course should have been for the judge to have offered 

Mr. Cash a short adjournment to allow him the opportunity to view the DVD with a view to 

recalling officer Miller and re-focusing his cross-examination of officer Evans. Mr. Cash was 

plainly ambushed. While he did not seek an adjournment from the judge, the judge did nothing to 

redress the prejudice or to safeguard Giordano’s interests. Instead, in her obvious haste to “get on 

with the matter” without the DVD, she failed to appreciate the prejudice which late disclosure of 

the DVD had caused to the defence. In so doing, she failed in her duty to hold the scales of 

justice evenly balanced between the Crown and the accused, and erred in law.  

90.  The prejudice to Giordano became patently obvious during the main trial after the DVD 

recording was put into evidence by the Crown for the first time. In his cross-examination of the 

police witness who had downloaded the images of the interview onto the DVD, Mr. Cash was 

able to successfully establish a number discrepancies between the time stamps shown in the 

video-recording and those given by officers Miller and Evans concerning how and when the ROI 

and CS had been obtained. The most significant of these was the fact that the witness admitted 

that during the interview, Giordano had signed nothing at all as the video-tape clearly showed.  

91. In short, the late delivery to Mr. Cash of the video-recording in question undoubtedly 

robbed the defence of the opportunity of shaking the credibility of the police investigators during 

the voir dire, where the credibility of the police witnesses in relation to Giordano’s allegations of 

oppression mattered most. 

92. In the result, the appeal succeeds on ground 3.  

Ground 9 – The conviction is unsafe and unsatisfactory 

93.  Given the position we have taken on the grounds 1, 2, and 3, it is not difficult to see why 

we would also find that Giordano’s conviction is unsafe and unsatisfactory. In this case, 

Giordano’s ROI and CS provided the only evidence capable of connecting him to the 

commission of the offences. It was crucial that there was a ruling from the judge one way or the 

other on the admissibility of the documents as the law required.    

94. The non-disclosure by the Crown of the DVD video recording of Giordano’s police 

interview, also prejudiced him by unfairly depriving him of an opportunity to adequately prepare 

his defence and in particular, hindered his counsel from properly cross-examining the police 

investigators during the voir dire.  

95. Having read the transcripts, conducted our own appraisal of the evidence and given 

anxious consideration to the submissions and all the circumstances of the case, we have been left 

with lurking doubts about the fairness of Giordano’s trial and the safety of his conviction.  
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96.  The appeal also succeeds on this ground. 

Disposition and Order 

97. For all these reasons we allow the appellant’s appeal. His conviction for murder and 

armed robbery are quashed, together with the associated sentences. We will hear the parties on 

whether this is an appropriate case to order a retrial. 

98. Written submissions on the appropriateness of ordering a retrial shall be filed on or 

before 22 March, 2021. 
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